Abstract-Currently, most of the automated, computervision assisted camera control policies are based on human events, such as the speaker gesture and position changes. In addition to these events, in this paper, we introduce a set of natural camera control and multimedia synchronization schemes based on the individual object interaction. We describe in detail, how our unique method, in which the head-pose estimation are used to compute the region of interest (ROI) for recognizing the hand-held object. We explain, from our results, how our approach has achieved robustness, efficiency and unambiguous object interaction during real-time video shooting.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computer vision technologies have recently been applied to human-less camera control and automated multimedia-to-video synchronization. These applications have made video presentation more professional and reduced labor cost. Many of these applications are applied, typically to real-time distance education, [1] [2] [3] . In these systems, the camera control policies are mostly based on the presenter and other scenario-dependant events. For example, the authors in [1] have proposed to use the blackboard writing region and presenter's position changes to control the camera during lecture videoshooting.
Several other systems have recognized the importance of associating the presenting objects with its camera control scheme. For example, in the system described by [4] , the authors have applied primarily hand tracking techniques to control video shooting for desktop-based TV presentation. The video shooting policies in these works, however, do not recognize the presenting object itself. Therefore, the same video shooting policy is applied regardless which object the presenter is currently interacting with.
II. OUR AIM
In our work, we aim to further improve the camera control capability by associating a policy to each individual presenting object. As a consequence, video shooting rules can be customized based on the presenter's interaction with a particular object, such as the different predefined video-shooting techniques associated with each of the objects. Object recognition can also assist multimedia synchronization. Under the current scheme, we supply the system with one or two training images per object during the preparation stage. These training images are background-less. A set of interaction rules is also supplied to the system, to specify what operations the system should take (to either control the PTZ camera or to perform multimedia synchronization on the remote participant's PC) when an object is detected. Currently, this is achieved through a scripting interface [5] .
During a real-time session, when an object is recognized, the pre-authored synchronization rules will be executed accordingly. An example is illustrated in Figure. 1, such that, when the local system detects the presenter is interacting with a pre-trained "tool" object, then, the remote audiences are automatically informed of the tool's detected region and its pre-authored multimedia information is shown simultaneously.
A. Supported interactions
We must be able to inform the computer, which object the presenter is currently interacting with. In our current work, we have allowed two types of interaction with the objects, shown in Figure 2 : Firstly, for small-sized handheld teaching objects, the presenter picks them up from the table, one at the time while he/she is presenting it. Since the presentation table is close to the static camera, therefore, a hand-held object usually appears sufficiently large in the camera view. This is shown in Figure 2 .a.
Secondly, for the object at a distance to the camera, or that is not easily (or feasible) to pickup by the presenter or at a distance to the presenter's current position, we allow the presenter to draw a virtual ellipse using laser pointer around that object to indicate its Region of Interest (ROI). These objects may appear very small in a static camera view for object matching. Therefore, a close-up image capturing is required from the PTZ camera. This interaction is shown in Figure 2 .b.
(a) (b) Figure 2 . (a), the presenter presents a hand-held object (b) the presenter draws a virtual ellipse around a remote object using a laser pointer.
B. Objec recogniton using Scale Invaraint Feature Tranform (SIFT)
The object recognition algorithm used in our work is based on the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [5] . We choose SIFT since this algorithm has certain robustness towards geometric variations, such as scaling, rotation and affine transformations between objects in a training image and objects appearing in camera scene. It is also consistent across illumination variations. The SIFT algorithm generates 128-dimension vector, around each of the stable key point, which we will store them in our image database prior to the real-time presentation.
The major drawback of using local invariant feature methods, such as SIFT for object recognition is that the algorithm is too computational for real-time processing, when SIFT is generated on every video frame both spatially and temporally.
In order to achieve real-time efficiency on a single processor, we have applied a head-pose estimation to determine the most likely ROI containing the presenting object in an effort to reduce SIFT computation. For the rest of this paper, we will detail our employed methods to estimate the ROI using head pose.
On the other hand, the object-at-distance specified by the presenter using a laser pointer may be too small to generate sufficient SIFT features for matching. Therefore, we are performing matching after obtaining the PTZ camera's close-up view of the region. The details of this work have been illustrated in the other publications [6] , which will not be further elaborated in this paper.
III. ROI ESTIMATION FOR HAND-HELD OBJECT
The hand-held object presentation techniques are very similar to those used in TV broadcasting applications [7] , where the presenter picks up an object from the desk and holds the object in front of a video camera while he/she is explaining to the remote audience. The ROI estimation for hand-held object requires the calculation of where (spatial) the object is in a video frame and when (temporal) the presenter is presenting it. These are explained below:
A. Spatial ROI estimation experiments
In order to search within a video frame, where is the most likely region containing the hand-held object, we have performed a number of experiments, including hand-tracking, background-subtraction and depthsegmentation.
Hand tracking
Obtaining ROI by tracking the presenter's hands is an intuitive solution. There are a number of existing approaches on localizing the hand-held objects by tracking hands. For instance, the methods described in [7] , [4] and [2] .
In general, ROI estimation using hand-tracking has two major drawbacks. The first one is occlusion. During a presentation, the presenter tends to bring the object in front of the camera, and in doing so, the hands may be fully occluded. The hands may also undergo selfocclusion. Therefore, it is difficult to recover the hand position in those situations, even a predicative filter, such as Kalman filtering [8] is applied. The second drawback has been that a presenter tends to naturally move his/her hands around, even when he is not holding any object. Therefore, extra logic is required than simple handtracking to determine a ROI.
Background subtraction
Background subtraction is a good candidate for determine ROI, since ROI is usually contained in the segmented foreground region. However, background subtraction suffers from the following drawbacks:
Firstly, when a person presents an object, he would naturally move closer to the camera to allow the camera to capture a more detailed view. As such, the extracted foreground (containing both the presenter and the object) appears large in size, which defeats our efficiency purpose. This is shown in Figure 3 , where we have used a modified background-subtraction implementation, similar to that used in [9] . Secondly, the background subtraction method requires training (which builds a statistical background model) every time when the camera position changes. Therefore, in a real-time presentation, when the camera is accidentally repositioned by the presenter, the presentation is also interrupted. Figure 3 . Background subtraction using a method similar to [9] , notice the foreground (contain presenter and the object) appears large
Depth segmentation
Depth information provides an alternative solution for foreground estimation, since the presenter tends to place the object closest to the camera while presenting it.
However, performing depth segmentation is an expensive task even when it is performed on a downsampled video frame. In addition, the method requires stereo vision, which involves extra camera and videostream processing. . Depth segmentation using method described in [10] . The top images are the left and right video stream. The bottom image is the resultant depth map, showing the teaching object is closer to the camera than the presenter, indicated by the brighter grey level.
B. Temporal estimation
The aim of temporal estimation is to determine when it is necessary to perform SIFT calculation. We argue that the only time this is required is when the presenter has just picked up a new object. The object does not need to be recognized again until the presenter presents another one. The hand and arm gesture recognition techniques can determine when the presenter is picking up a new object by pre-train a sequence of presenter gestures; typically involve Hidden Markov Model (HMM) evaluation [11] . However, real-time presenter's arm gesture recognition is computational and often requires the person to perform larger and unnatural movements in order to succeed. Similar to hand tracking techniques, the presenter's arm may often be occluded when he/she is presenting the object.
IV. ALGORITHM AND METHODS
Our head-pose driven hand-held object recognition algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5 , which is used to detect the newly presented object and track the recognized ones. We notice that SIFT computation is reduced significantly both spatially and temporally. There are a number of design components depicted in Figure 5 , which we will explain them in detail in this section.
A. Spatial ROI estimation candidates
The hand-held object is usually close to the presenter's face while he/she is presenting it. Since the detection of the head is a precursor towards the head-pose orientation calculation, therefore, at no additional cost, this information can also be used to determine a set of ROI candidates. Based on the sizes of the detected face with respect to the capturing video resolution, a set of overlapped ROI candidates are chosen. This method is particularly useful for limiting SIFT computation when the presenter is further away from a high resolution video camera. For example, when the static camera is set to 640 * 480 resolution and the presenter is further away, then, nine overlapped ROI close to the presenter's face are chosen which covers all the potential regions of presenter's hand-held object location. Under most cases, however, static camera is set to 320 * 240 frames where four ROIs were drawn, shown in Figure 6 .
B. Head-pose calculation
There are many researches on the head-pose determination. For example, in [12] , the authors used the corners of eyes and mouths with different assumptions and the authors in [13] determines the head pose by performing gradient descent of 9 feature points along with the face model. These approaches require many facial feature points, which are computationally expensive to execute to a video stream. Some approaches use fewer features to determine the pose, for example, [14] . However, these approaches require the camera to zoom-in close, which may not allow the video stream to contain both the presenter's face and the object.
Our facial orientation method is based on [15] , this method only requires two points: (1) the centre of the head and (2) the middle point of the eyes, to determine (pitch angle) and (yaw angle). Finding (roll angle) could easily be done by comparing the gradient of the eye-line. The number of feature points to be tracked is significantly less than the other approaches. In every small intervals of video frame, we calculate a vector from the centre of the head, to the middle of the eyes. The head pose can be determined by comparing the vector of the front view to the vector of the above view. By comparing the eye vector of an unknown pose to the eye vector of the front view, we can calculate the head pose.
Before we can find the centre of the head and the middle point of the eyes, we need to first locate the face, head and eyes positions. We have employed a set of methods which enhances the results described in [15] . They are discussed in the subsequent sections:
B.1 Face detection
Our face detection is based on the Haar-like algorithm by [16] , which derives from [17] , that uses boosted cascade of simple features for object detection, and is one of the most well known algorithms for face detection.
B.2 Our head detection algorithm
The result from face detection using [16] outputs a rough rectangular region for the head, shown in the first column of Figure 7 . However, the method in [15] requires a location of the centre of the head where calculation of the top, left, bottom, right of the head is necessary to a pixel precision level.
In our approach, we have used edge detection and filtering methods with heuristic that near horizontal edges are present on the top of the head separating hair with background. The near vertical edges have occurred at the side of the head separating hair/skin with the background. An ellipse fitting based on the edge detection is then used to determine the head size.
Our initial attempt has also incorporated skin colour models, such as the method described in [18] . However, we found that skin colour model without training leads to a very poor performance.
Our head detection results are illustrated in Figure 7 in steps. In the second row, we have extracted four patches (top, bottom, left and right) from the detected face using [16] . We have applied Gaussian smooth kernel with large variances to "over smooth" the image patches. We then apply Sober filter to each of the regions using the corresponding edge directions. In the last step, we have used an ellipse fitting algorithm to the edge information, obtains the face ellipse, based on this ellipse, the centre of the face is then obtained. Figure 7 . Two head size detection results: The first row shows the face detection result, notice the detected region is not the size of the head, the second row is the result of Gaussian and Sobel filter on image patches on border of the detected face, the last row shows the ellipse fitting
Although our head-size detection method seems simple in nature, it achieves promising results under moderate complex background for both male and females. Future work is focused on robust head detection under more complex background.
B.3 Eye detection
With a given face region, eye detection is relatively easier, and simple methods based on the colour cue, [19] could accomplish the task in general. However, for robustness, we use the same face detection algorithm [16] , but trained with the eye pair. A simple colour tracking algorithm is used to find the precise locations of the eyeballs. The eye detection is robust as long as the face region is accurately obtained. During our test, false eye detection was extremely rare.
B.4 Pose calculation
The head-pose estimations are made based on the measurement of a human head. Let U = (U X , U Y ) be the eye vector of in frontal view. Let V = (V X , V Y ) be the eye vector of the unknown head pose. The (pitch angle), (yaw angle) and (roll angle) can be found by the following formulas: 
The details of the derivatives of these formulas can be found in [15] .
B.4 Teaching object tracking after detection
Since our work assumes the presenter will hold one object to present at a time, therefore, once the object is detected, the system is then switched to a computationally efficient object tracking method by color features [20] . The tracking continues until the object is lost.
The algorithm uses mean shift procedure to the similarity measure between the target feature probability distribution function (pdf), (can be thought as the pixels features of the object at the time of detection) with the actual target candidate pdf (can be thought as the pixels features of potentially tracked region in the subsequent frames).
V. RESULTS
By applying our pose-driven object recognition algorithm, we have limited the object matching process to where and when it is needed. The system is also completely driven by the presenter's natural gestures, without presenter explicitly signaling the system. The results are shown in Figure 8 and 9. In Figure 8 , ROI is determined from the pose analysis, SIFT features in each ROI is calculated:
After SIFT features are generated in its corresponding ROI, it is then matched with SIFT features stored in the training image database to generate object recognition results. The real-time object detection and pose determination are shown in Figure 9 . More results are also included in the Appendix. 
A. Efficiencies
We have compared the execution times between our pose-driven ROI preprocessing and SIFT generation on each video frame. The experiments were performed using a testing PC (Pentium-M 1.5MHZ, 512 RAM) on 320 *240 resolution video captures with moderate texture in the background. The results are shown in Fig 10 . Figure 10 .a is the execution time using our method. Its initial computation, averaged around 160ms is due to presenter's face detection. Once face is identified, the system switched to a computational efficient face tracking algorithms [20] , where pose analysis is then calculated in nearby pixels of face region. The average time for tracking and pose calculation (including eye detection) is about 50ms.
We deliberately ask the presenter to look at the region for a longer period to "trick" system to perform quartersized SIFT computation. Therefore, SIFT computation occurred (indicated by the high spikes) three times before an object was recognized in the last video frame. Figure 10 .b is the execution time of SIFT computation on every video frame. We can see this method averaged about 1000 ms for each computation. By comparisons, our method performs SIFT computation much infrequently and each SIFT computation execution is less in time too.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
From Figure 10 , the advantage of using a pose-driven ROI estimation prior to SIFT generation is self-evident. Although we have achieved both novelty and success, most of the drawbacks, in our current work however, is from the pose calculation algorithm [15] , where this algorithm trades robustness with efficiency. For this reason, occasional false pose orientation from time to time is noticeable.
In our future works, we will consider to use a PTZ camera to capture the presenter's facial image in high resolution, and apply a more robust algorithm, such as the method described in [21] , but with a more efficient implementation to suit our goal.
VII. APPENDIX
The additional pose-driven hand-held presentation object recognition results are shown in Figure 11 : Figure 11 . Additional results for hand-held object recognition. The object's pose is shown in dark blue. The matched SIFT points are shown in blue and green circles
